American airpower seems to have lost some of its mystique in the war in Afghanistan. American air dominance, including its ability to conduct airstrikes in close air support of coalition troops, has been and continues to be critical to the Afghan war effort. Close air support, in particular, is allowing the United States and NATO to fight an energized insurgency with far fewer troops than it needs. Yet if one follows press reports from the Afghan theatre, what Eliot Cohen once characterized as an “unusually seductive form of military strength,” has become a source of consternation for the United States and a ready cudgel with which to beat America’s troubled prosecution of Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF). Tragic news stories of American airstrikes gone wrong and their resultant civilian casualties trump more mundane analyses of the Afghan government’s failings or the (by now routine) atrocities committed by Afghan insurgents. American airpower, it seems, has become a victim of its own misunderstood successes in the Persian Gulf War and Kosovo bombing campaign. Its famed precision makes any costly error unacceptable, inflames Afghan and international public opinion, and forces American defense officials and military leaders to observe endless rituals of public apology. The irreconcilable conflict between the immutably violent nature of war and
the fiction of a “bloodless” use of force has trapped the United States between the Scylla of military exigency and the Charybdis of public sentiment.

This paper will briefly examine the issue of airstrikes during close air support (CAS) operations in the Afghan theatre. It will give a broad overview of the use of airpower in OEF, then examine the controversy surrounding American airstrikes in Afghanistan. It will take the position that given the existing constraints on the American war effort (troop shortages, the vast and difficult Afghan terrain, limited human intelligence, cross-border insurgent sanctuaries, and increased insurgent activity), CAS is vital to the prosecution of the Afghan war. It will further argue that, even as mounting civilian casualties are alienating the Afghan populace, excessive restraint in the use of airstrikes may be handicapping U.S. counterinsurgency (COIN) efforts.

Airpower and Counterinsurgency

The use of airpower can be divided into three broad but overlapping categories: logistical/air transport (airlift via airland or airdrop, including MEDEVAC and humanitarian assistance), intelligence/surveillance/reconnaissance (ISR), and airstrike/attack. These functions, in turn, should combine to “shape the theatre at the operational and strategic levels” and allow ground forces to “secure and stabilize the theatre.” Because of its higher cost, airlift normally provides a small portion of transportation capabilities during combat operations. The Afghan war, however, is being fought in remote areas. As the Afghan terrain is particularly rugged and inhospitable in the east, and the security situation throughout large swaths of the country precludes ground transport, “convoy mitigation” is the norm, and almost all troop movement is by air. Given that reliable intelligence is the sine qua non of effective COIN, and the avowed difficulty of collecting human intelligence (HUMINT) or infiltrating insurgent networks in Afghanistan, “a combination of unmanned aircraft systems, manned aircraft, and space-based platforms,” including Predator drones and JSTARS aircraft, are needed to provide signals intelligence (SIGINT), aerial reconnaissance, and perform various information operations (IO). A variety of rotary and fixed-wing aircraft also conduct airstrikes (during which actual munitions are used), often in close air support of troops which have made contact with enemy forces (“troops in contact” or TIC) in kinetic operations, but also in planned operations to destroy known enemy positions. In addition, attack aircraft regularly perform “shows of force” to deter insurgent activity, or
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“aerial overwatch” to protect convoys or reconstruction activities. Airpower’s role in counterinsurgency may be relegated to an appendix in the U.S. military’s COIN manual, but American air dominance has been and continues to be crucial to sustaining combat operations in Afghanistan.

Losing Hearts and Minds: Close Air Support, Collateral Damage and Controversy

Close Air Support

Close air support, which is one attack function of airpower, has increased in importance as a component of the Afghan war. From the very beginning of OEF, CAS (defined as “air action by fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft against hostile targets that are in close proximity to friendly forces and which require detailed integration of each air mission with the fire and movement of those forces“) has allowed coalition forces to fight with fewer troops than normally deemed necessary for counterinsurgency and stability operations. OEF, in particular, depends heavily on Special Operations Forces operating in small groups with light arms. These forces which fight in the most dangerous regions of Afghanistan (the south and southeast), “often require rapid support in the form of airstrikes” when outnumbered. In response, air assets such as AH-64 Apache (U.S. Army) and AH-1W Cobra (U.S. Marine Corps) helicopters, AC-130H Spectre and AC-130U Spooky gunships, A-10 Thunderbolt attack and F-15 Strike Eagle strike and fighter aircraft (among others), and B-52 bombers are used for dozens of CAS operations every day. The rural and remote nature of the Afghan war also makes areas of operations (AO) relatively favorable locations for airstrikes, as the likelihood of collateral damage is minimal. In urban AO, by contrast, requests by ground forces for airstrikes would not be approved unless coalition troops were about to be overrun.
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Furthermore, in the past three years, the role of CAS air strikes in OEF operations has expanded considerably. During 2007, for example, of the 12,775 CAS sorties flown by American air components, munitions (excluding 20 and 30 mm cannon or rockets) were dropped during 2,926—1.65 times more than in 2006. By contrast, only 86 sorties in 2004 and 176 sorties in 2005 resulted in munitions being dropped. Therefore, between 2004 and 2007, there was a 34-fold increase in CAS operations that resulted in airstrikes, indicating a “dramatic increase in both the use of airpower and the intensity of combat.”

The latter is reflected in the figures for coalition military fatalities, which have steadily increased since 2004. As of December 28, 293 coalition troops had been killed in OEF and ISAF operations in 2008, a 20.8% increase over 2007 and 34.8% increase over 2006. In addition, while in previous years reduced fighting during winter months would bring about a drop in the number of airstrikes, in 2007-2008 “airstrikes increased even as the ground fighting lulled.” Given the low number of coalition troops in Afghanistan (approximately 67,000 coalition soldiers, of which 50,700 are part of NATO/ISAF, operating across a 650,000 km² land mass) and increased insurgent activity, American air dominance has become a lifeline for coalition forces.

Collateral Damage and Controversy

Coalition reliance on CAS has unfortunately come at considerable cost to Afghan civilians. In 2006, 116 civilians were killed in 13 airstrikes by American and ISAF forces; in 2007, 321 civilians were killed (a near three-fold increase over the previous year) and many more injured in 22 airstrikes. And during the first seven months of 2008, 119 civilians were killed in 12 airstrikes. This figure does not include deaths resulting from the August 22, 2008 AC-130 airstrike in the village of Azizabad, Herat Province, which was determined by the U.S. military to have killed 33 civilians, but
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which aid workers, reporters and local villagers claim killed closer to 90 people.\textsuperscript{32} Airstrikes have also resulted in significant damage to Afghan villages, where homes are traditionally built with mud, mud brick, and straw plastering,\textsuperscript{33} and collapse easily. In addition, many Afghans fearful of future air attacks have been forced to abandon their homes and become internally displaced.\textsuperscript{34} As Sarah Chayes has noted in writing of the early days of OEF, aerial bombing has a profoundly traumatic psychological effect on even those who escape death or injury.\textsuperscript{35}

Civilian casualties, inherently iniquitous, are also a liability in the critical battle for “hearts and minds” and contravene COIN principles: “the more force used, the less effective it is.”\textsuperscript{36} Too much force inevitably runs the risk of turning neutrals into enemies and replenishing the ranks of the insurgency.\textsuperscript{37} It also provides a public relations windfall for the enemy, as the increasing use of precision-guided munitions (PGM) by the United States has made inaccuracy unacceptable.\textsuperscript{38} In reality, however, a “precise and discriminate use of force”\textsuperscript{39} is not always possible during CAS. In March 2007, for example, a series of incidents in which Afghan civilians were killed by coalition forces, including an airstrike which killed nine members of one family, resulted in protests by hundreds of Nangarhar University students.\textsuperscript{40} In a July 2008 incident in Nuristan Province, 47 people (including 39 women and children) at a wedding procession were killed by an American airstrike.\textsuperscript{41} Those deaths and the coalition and Afghan government’s subsequent failure to redress the tragedy may well have resulted in local cooperation with insurgents in the attack on an American platoon base in Wanat.\textsuperscript{42,43} Each such tragedy unquestionably enflames the Afghan public’s emotions, erodes their goodwill while breeding resentment,\textsuperscript{44} and adds to the increasingly pessimistic mood of
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the populace. According to the Asia Foundation’s 2008 survey, 12% of Afghans living in the southwest region, 11% in the east, and 9% in the southeast reported having experienced violence as a result of activities by foreign forces—in some areas nearly as often as from insurgent activity. This unfortunately places the Afghan government in the untenable position of working with coalition forces while trying to retain the population’s support.

**Considerable Restraint**

Behind the grim statistics of civilian deaths is the untold story of extraordinary restraint shown on the part of coalition forces in the use of airstrikes. Collateral damage has been almost exclusively the result of unplanned CAS, since “risk mitigations procedures,” such as “pattern of life analysis” (observing an area for hours to days, searching for civilians) and “eyes on the target” (using technical reconnaissance and ground observation) are part of the protocol for planned airstrikes. Coalition forces also regularly “paper” Afghan villages with leaflets warning residents that coalition ground forces are moving into an area. Yet even immediate, unplanned requests for CAS involve a 15-step process (including post-strike assessment) and multiple layers of authorization. In practice this can mean several harrowing hours between TIC and an effected airstrike, if one is approved at all. In the event, over three-quarters of CAS sorties flown in 2007 dropped no munitions. The United States and NATO have also increased the “number of analysts reviewing and vetting each strike,” changed tactics and munitions size in order to reduce the risk of collateral damage, and postponed attacks in cases where civilians were in danger. In fact, civilian casualties are usually indication of intelligence failure, either about the presence of civilians or of insurgents, not a willingness on the part of OEF forces to accept collateral damage. Despite the fact that OEF’s Rules of Engagement (ROE) regarding the use of aerial munitions are in theory more lenient than NATO’s, according to at least one Afghan war veteran, in practice the United States has been “extremely conservative in its application of force. So much
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so that it has been at the expense of American lives—as a result of a lack of timely air support.”

Nevertheless, in response to public outcry over civilian casualties, in October 2008 NATO publicly announced what has in fact been standard procedure for some time: its commanders had been advised to “consider tactical withdrawal” rather calling for CAS in situations where civilians might be in harm’s way.

Restraint, however, carries its own costs. In November 2008 the commanding general of the 101st Airborne Division was quoted as having advised his troops to “back off” from engaging insurgents, should there be “any doubt at all that the enemy is firing from a house or building where there might be women and children.” Although the general’s spokesperson later clarified that operations would not cease at the mere possibility of civilian presence, the original statement indicates an unfortunate consequence of extraordinary restraint. Insurgents, who have been regularly using Afghan civilians as human shields either by deliberately attacking coalition forces from villagers’ homes or by preventing villagers form fleeing a conflict area, will be rewarded for doing so. More importantly, coalition forces which cannot rely on adequate CAS may be tempted to remain in the relative security of bases rather than go out on patrol. And according to the U.S. Army’s own COIN manual, such patrols are critical for ensuring security, collecting intelligence, and maintaining contact with the populace in order to demonstrate the “real legitimacy” of the security forces.

Conclusion

Despite the acknowledged shortcomings of air attacks within the current framework of U.S. counterinsurgency, for the time being air power in general and close air support operations in particular will continue to be indispensable components of the Afghan war. Constrained by a shortage of troops, vast and dispersed areas of operations, limited human intelligence, and proximate insurgent sanctuaries, CAS is a lifeline for coalition troops. Yet with the exception of nuclear weapons, arguably no military has used a weapon of war more judiciously than the American military’s use of airstrikes in Afghanistan. Unfortunately, even remarkable restraint has proven insufficient. While the physical and psychological toll of air strikes on the civilian population is undisputable, the American military’s hesitating use of CAS not only runs the risk of putting the lives of its troops in danger and affecting their willingness to patrol larger AO, but of encouraging insurgents to fight under the literal aegis civilian human shields. Frank
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acknowledgement of civilian deaths and timely distribution of reparations might marginally mitigate public outrage, but neither are not long-term solutions. Irrespective of how it is applied American air dominance will not decide the Afghan war. Success or failure in tackling the underlying problems which have made coalition forces so air-dependent will.

Writing in the aftermath of the Persian Gulf War, Cohen warned against “the fantasy of near-bloodless uses of force.”63 As the second part of his characterization qualifies, air power is seductive because it “appears to offer gratification without commitment.”64 A handful of friendly fire or civilian fatalities may well be absorbed into the costs of a three-day blitzkrieg. Counterinsurgency campaigns, however, are almost invariably long wars. As one RAND study of post-WWII insurgencies found, successful COIN takes an average of 14 years.65 Winning against insurgents, therefore, requires commitment.66 Unfortunately, as America’s commitment in Afghanistan drags on without victory, the world seems to be less willing to forgive its missteps.
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